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Children learn about puppies by using stickers to create information files.
At last -- paperback versions of all-time favorite children's books from Dorling Kindersley! Every young reader will find something fascinating on this exciting list -- from cheerful toddler story books to charming
picture books. Affordable prices and outstanding quality make Dorling Kindersley Paperbacks the perfect choice for helping children read every day. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Explore the wonderful world of LEGO City, and meet the busy minifigures who live there. Join the LEGO City Police on the crime scene and meet the farmer and his animals in two fun-packed sticker books,
then get inspired to build your own LEGO world with a builds book filled with fun ideas to try.
Featuring more than 1,000 stickers of the latest LEGO City sets and minifigures, this new sticker collection takes readers on an adventure through the bustling streets of LEGO City. Meet brave police
officers and firefighters as they work to keep LEGO City safe. Visit the busy train station as minifigures race to catch their trains and head to the airport where a very important arrival has just flown in. Enjoy a
delicious picnic in LEGO City park, then go to the beach and cool down in the sea. Have fun finding the stickers for each page, and create your own lively LEGO City scenes. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the
Minifigure and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. All rights reserved. 2017 The LEGO Group. Manufactured by Dorling Kindersley, 345 Hudson St.,
New York, NY 10014, US under license from the LEGO Group.
Find out all about diggers and dumpers and build your very own collection of these earth-shaking vehicles! Create your own stories with the 60, reusable, easy-peel, stickers and have a roaring good time!
All the fun of LEGO® City in an incredible sticker collection.This super-sized LEGO® City Ultimate Sticker Collection is packed with colourful images and easy-peel stickers. This giant collection features more
than 1000 stickers from the LEGO® City line of toys. Simply read the captions in the book, then turn the pages and choose the sticker that best fits your picture. Don't forget, if you're careful you can use your
stickers again and again.LEGO® City comes to life in this sticker book. Chase criminals, fight fires, check in at the airport, enjoy a trip to the farm, and more in LEGO® City world.
"Lot's of amazing trains are inside!" -- Cover.
From the first locomotive built in 1804 to the high-speed bullet train, The Big Book of Trains is the perfect ebook for kids who love trains. Includes amazing facts and photographs of trains around the world,
The Big Book of Trains covers the history of trains and train travel. Different types of trains are featured on their own spreads, and each page features multiple images to give a close-up view as well as
informative text about each train. See the differences among monorails, passenger trains, and TGVs. Learn about pistons, fireboxes, boilers, and coupling rods, and find out exactly what they do to help the
train travel down on the tracks. See key features of each train model and discover the difference between steam trains and diesels. Find out how trains are designed for certain jobs and tasks, including
mountain trains, snow trains, and freight trains. Look at the biggest and fastest trains in the world. With incredible pictures and informative text, The Big Book of Trains is the essential ebook for young readers
who want to know everything about trains.
Hundreds of irresistible, reusable, and collectible stickers to mix, match, and trade! Here are 400 amazingly detailed and vibrantly colored stickers featuring engines, cars, crossing signs, and other icons of
railroad life. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these peel-and-place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art—anytime, anywhere. Plus, these stickers are ultra-high
quality—when playtime is over they can be peeled up and used again and again!
Gotta catch 'em all! This epic Pokémon sticker collection is jam-packed with over 1001 stickers featuring Pokémon old and new from across the seven regions! Explore the city in Kanto, the mountaintops in
Johto, the beach in Alola - and lots more! Re-create epic battles and use your stickers to complete the scenes in the ultimate Pokémon sticker book.
No Marketing Blurb
Make baby bathtime fun with DK's Squeaky Baby Bath Book: Things That Go. Squeaky Baby Bath Book: Things That Go is packed with bright, squashy, waterproof pages, and a built-in squeaker making
baby bathtime fun or high chair play for your little one! Introduce your baby to recognisable modes of transport from a train to a plane from a tractor to a bus. Each page has one bright image showing a mode
of transportation with a word book label making this baby-learning bath book clear and simple. Great for teething too, Squeaky Baby Bath Book: Things That Go is BPA free, non-toxic and wipe-clean with
squishy pages, ideal for small hands. A great gift for any newborn Squeaky Baby Bath Book: Things That Go is perfect for learning and playing at baby bathtime!
This giant collection features more than 1,000 stickers from the LEGO City line of toys. Planes, trains, fire engines, and construction machines—you'll find them all in here!
Introduce children to LEGO® DUPLO® and farmyard animals with this charming story book. Meet the farmer, explore his farm and join the cows, pigs and sheep as they moo, oink and baa! A perfect book for
bedtime reading or storytime. ©2019 The LEGO Group.
This beautifully illustrated book for babies featuring lots of noisy diggers working together on a very busy building site. Turn the pages and lift the flaps to watch the big-wheeled digger shovel and scoop up
the rubble with its big metal bucket, see how the long-armed crane stretches up high with a very heavy load, and watch the road roller chug slowly along to flatten the ground. With busy vehicles pushing,
pulling, tipping, rumbling, chugging, scooping, and beeping, little ones will love learning about what happens on the building site, and joining in to make the noisy digger sounds. This hard-wearing board book
has large flaps for babies and toddlers to lift and sturdy pages for little ones who are beginning to turn the pages. They'll reveal the busy diggers doing different jobs and working hard to build a shiny new
house! The short text is fun to read aloud and share with toddlers, while labels develop vocabulary and help little ones to learn the names of all their favorite diggers and trucks.
Each Ultimate Sticker Book presents an array of colorful, photographic stickers of baby animals or dinosaurs, the U.S. Presidents or the night sky - there's something for everyone. Young children will love
working with these durable, reusable stickers, and they can have fun using the stickers to make picture books and projects on their own. These entertaining books provide a hands-on way to explore new
subjects. (And some of the stickers even glow in the dark!) Includes over 60 full-color, self-adhesive stickers.

A colorful sticker book with more than 250 reusable stickers filled with fun activities and amazing facts for eager and creative young readers. Travel through the continents and discover the
colorful and symbolic flags that represent the countries of our world in Ultimate Sticker Book: Flags Around the World. This sticker book is packed with more than 250 reusable stickers that
kids can use to create their own flag, complete a picture jigsaw puzzle, test their knowledge with a fun sticker quiz, and much more. Ultimate Sticker Book: Flags Around the World is perfect
for curious young learners and is sure to keep them busy for hours. Series Overview: Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals to transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker
Book series is refreshed and updated and now features more than 250 fun, reusable stickers. Packed with activities that allow children to create scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws,
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the activities throughout each book are simple enough for the child to do independently but engaging enough to keep their interest and help develop dexterity, making these books products
that parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to keep picking up to learn more about their favorite subjects.
Explore Ultimate Sticker Book: Space, an out of this world sticker book filled with amazing facts, fun activities, and more than 250 reusable stickers. Learn about stars, planets, black holes,
and more while creating your own stellar space scenes. Travel through space with Ultimate Sticker Book: Space. Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals to
transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker Book series is being refreshed and updated and now features more than 250 fun, reusable stickers. Packed with activities that allow children to create
scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws, the activities throughout each book are simple enough for the child to do independently, but engaging enough to keep their interest and help
develop dexterity, making these books products parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to keep picking up to learn more about their favorite subjects.
Enter the world of LEGO® Jurassic World(TM) with this exciting sticker collection, featuring more than 1,000 stickers of dinosaurs, characters, and vehicles. Travel to Isla Nublar and come eye
to eye with amazing Ankylosauruses. Jump on your LEGO Jurassic World off-road truck and chase down a Triceratops. Rescue a Pteranodon with a net shooter, and run from a rampaging T.
rex! This LEGO Jurassic World Ultimate Sticker Collection makes the perfect gift for fans of Jurassic World and LEGO bricks alike. ©2020 The LEGO Group. ©2020 Universal Studios.
The perfect book for children who are learning to toilet train! Jump on board the Toilet Train with Bing and his friends in this fantastic sticker book that rewards and encourages children to
move out of nappies and in to grown-up pants! With simple puzzles and activities themed around the key stages of potty and toilet training, they'll be riding the Toilet Train in no time. It comes
with reusable stickers and a reward chart at the back to keep track of your child's progress.
Packed with more than 1,000 reusable stickers and fun information about classic and new LEGO minifigures and their accessories, this bright and exciting collection will delight LEGO fans
young and old and budding minifigure collectors! 8 1/2 x 11. Consumable.
A fun and lively sticker book with over 100 colourful stickers to use to fill the busy zoo scenes. Favourite zoo scenes include the lions and tigers, the aquarium, the elephants and the reptile
house.
Join Luca for an unforgettable summer on the Italian coast with this fun sticker book Featuring gorgeous artwork from the movie and more than 100 stickers, this book will take readers on a
whirlwind adventure around the Italian Riviera. Kids will learn fun facts about all the memorable characters and scenes as they relive the exciting story of the latest Disney and Pixar movie.
Fun sticker activities on every page will keep kids engaged for hours, while extra stickers are provided for even more sticking fun. ©2020 Disney/Pixar
Put all the wheels, cabs, people and objects together to create the pictures in this delightful book. There are more than 100 fun stickers to add to the pages.
There are lots of different trains to discover in this fun and informative sticker book. Scenes include Freight trains, Monorail, Steam train, Underground train, Busy platform and Make your own
train. Over 80 stickers to add to the pages.
"Learn all about trains with this informative and fun sticker book"--Page 4 of cover.
Little ones will fall in love with learning as they progress through our Step-by-Step Stickers Workbooks. The colorful and fun sticker activities provide young learners with the opportunity to
practice motor control and spatial reasoning skills while building confidence.
Bring LEGO® Star Wars Minifigures to life. Based on the most coveted of Minifigures, those that are part of LEGO Star Wars, the LEGO® Star Wars Minifigures Ultimate Sticker Collection is
packed with colourful images and easy-peel stickers based on everyone's favourite LEGO brand, Star Wars. This bumper collection features over reusable 1,000 stickers from the LEGO Star
Wars Minifigure toys including their of accessories, weapons, vehicles and more. From Darth Vader to Luke Skywalker and every character inbetween, if they love LEGO and love Star Wars,
the LEGO® Star Wars Minifigures Ultimate Sticker Collection will be a winner.
TrainDK Children
Parade of vintage trains for railroad buffs of all ages: passenger and cattle cars from 1890, steam locomotive (1900), Streamline Vista-Dome passenger car (1950), much more. 16 stickers.
Meet The Avengers in an incredible, super-sized sticker collection. This bumper Marvel Avengers Assemble! Ultimate Sticker Book is packed with more than 250 easy-to-peel colour stickers.
Join the Earth's mightiest heroes as they assemble to battle the most lethal villains the universe can throw at them. Featuring your favourite Avengers - Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, Hulk,
Wasp and Ant-Man - and some of their most fearsome foes. Great scenes taken straight from the comics mean you can create your own action-packed adventures. Don't forget, you can use
your stickers again and again. If you still want more, there are tons of cool facts about The Avengers to dazzle your friends.
How does a steam train work? What are bogie wheels? Why are there so many different kinds of wagons and coaches. Read this book and find out. The books in this series combine text with
illlustrations to fire the imagination.
A construction toy in sticker book form, with lots of different types of train to build using the stickers provided. Satisfyingly stylish and detailed artwork will appeal to children of all ages and each train is
accompanied by its specifications, including dimensions, number of crew and top speed.
From mane to tail, discover all there is to know about horses and ponies in Ultimate Sticker Book: Horses and Ponies. With information on all breeds, from horses in stables to wild ponies roaming free, this
sticker book is packed with amazing photographs, cool facts, and fun activities, and includes more than 250 reusable stickers. Kids can create their own scene, complete a picture jigsaw puzzle, read about
mucking out, test their knowledge of tack with a fun sticker quiz, and much more. Ultimate Sticker Book: Horses and Ponies is perfect for young horse lovers and equestrians, and is sure to keep them busy
for hours. Series Overview: Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals to transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker Book series is refreshed and updated and now features more than 250 fun,
reusable stickers. Packed with activities that allow children to create scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws, the activities throughout each book are simple enough for the child to do independently, but
engaging enough to keep their interest and help develop dexterity, making these books products parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to keep picking up to learn more about their favorite subjects.
A fun, tractor-themed book packed with puzzles, quizzes, and, of course, lots and lots of stickers! This colourful children's activity book contains more than 250 stickers. The stickers are reusable and easy-toPage 2/3
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peel - perfect for little fingers to add to pages again and again! Kids will love this journey into the world of tractors, learning about different types of tractor, and the important jobs that they do. Fascinating facts
accompany simple, fun activities such as follow-the-trail, puzzles to complete the images, and a tractors quiz. Children are challenged to find the correct stickers to fill in the blanks in the images, and are
encouraged to be creative and create their own scene out of stickers. Discover tons of tractors, trucks, and trailers!
Get stuck-in! Discover all about trains with this fantastic Ultimate Sticker book. Choose stickers from more than 60 in the book and either decorate your books and projects or create a scene on the pull-out
landscape included. Find out all about trains while having fun!
Add 32 sticker images of passengers, railway cars, porters, crossing signals, a water tank, and more to a charming background scene and bring a country railroad station to life.
Help pre-schoolers develop their skills in three key first concepts with this fun activity book that includes over 500 fantastic stickers. With counting and numbers, colors, and shapes to learn, each busy page
features familiar, everyday words and pictures, and learning becomes interactive as children look for, find, and match the correct stickers to the correct spaces. A great way for children to build vocabulary and
develop hand-eye coordination skills.
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